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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt

 

top front

22
"

22" 22"

Total dimensions

Lamping

Dia 22" H 22"

(2) Medium (E26) Porcelain sockets

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
gloss or flat black and white powder coat. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors.

The Inner Beauty Chandeliers capture the powerful gesture first introduced by the Inner Beauty Floor 
Lamps. The classical cylindrical shape, shade, and diffuser can be used as a single centerpiece or 
in multiples to create a filtered yet focused lighting solution.

inner beauty 22" chandelier
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Hanging Height Options
Inner Beauty 22” Chandelier

Option A) Option B) Option C) Option D) Option E) Option F)

32”

44”

26”

38”

56”
50”

Each of the above configurations are possible using the standard hanging stem set provided with each fixture.  All dimensions are approximate. 

Each fixture includes a hanging stem set comprised of a stem, hang-straight hardware, and canopy.  The stem pipe connects to a middle plate within the fixture and is split into (3) 12” & (1) 6” stem 
tube lengths.  This allows the fixture to be hung with the bottom of the fixture up to 56“ from the ceiling.  Should a longer hanging height be required, extra stem tubes may be ordered. 
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top front

16
"

32"

32"

The Inner Beauty Chandeliers capture the powerful gesture first introduced by the Inner Beauty Floor 
Lamps. The classical cylindrical shape, shade, and diffuser can be used as a single centerpiece or 
in multiples to create a filtered yet focused lighting solution.

inner beauty 32" chandelier

Total dimensions

Lamping

Dia 32" H 16"

(3) Medium (E26) Porcelain sockets

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
gloss or flat black and white powder coat. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors.
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Each fixture includes a hanging stem set comprised of a stem, hang-straight hardware, and canopy.  The stem pipe connects to a middle plate within the fixture and is split into (3) 12” & (1) 6” stem 
tube lengths.  This allows the fixture to be hung with the bottom of the fixture up to 56“ from the ceiling.  Should a longer hanging height be required, extra stem tubes may be ordered. 

Hanging Height Options
Inner Beauty 32” Chandelier

Option A) Option B) Option C) Option D) Option E) Option F)

26”
32”

38”
44”

56”
50”

Each of the above configurations are possible using the standard hanging stem set provided with each fixture.  All dimensions are approximate. 
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